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HI, I’M ANTONIO!

Curious, determined and patient.
What I do?

 
In addition to studying Web Marketing 

and Digital Communication at IUSVE in 
Verona, I create and manage websites 
for various companies, I write for some 

blogs, I make videos and, in the summer, 
I travel between the nineteenth century 
and the Milan during the Risorgimento, 
up to the Turandot’s Palace: these are 

the holidays of a figurant of the Arena 
di Verona.



BAPU

Bapu Srls is a video production company in Treviglio (BG) specialized in the production 
of documentaries for television, in particular for the National Geographic Channel.

 
Relations with Bapu started at the beginning of 2017 on the occasion of the university 

curricular internship. I was immediately included in the experimental project of BapuVR, 
a company branch that deals with the production of virtual reality. I then learned from 
scratch to do the “stitching” work, that is the fusion of the videos taken at the same time 
from different angles with the cameras positioned so as to guarantee a coverage of 360 
× 180 degrees. My first job consisted of post-production of 3 videos filmed on the snowy 

Etna that were then mounted in a single clip of about one minute. The satisfactory 
result led Paolo Aralla, the company’s founder, to display it at the virtual reality’s event 

organized by the “arcHITects” architecture studio in Milan and to propose it to 
National Geographic. I perfected the video by erasing the shadow of the cameras in 

the snow with a meticulous work in After Effects. The video was finally published on the 
Italian Facebook page of National Geographic (you can view it on this page).

I also made animated bumpers for the company, infographic videos and made minor 
production montages with Adobe Premiere and Final Cut Pro.

I designed the slides of some projects in inDesign and updated the company website in 
WordPress. In view of the new production of a Bitcoin documentary, The Digital Rush, I 

am still working on the creation of the project’s website.

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/bapu/

www.bapu.it www.the-digital-rush.com

2017-today • Video editing, Web design

360° video edited for National Geographic Channel

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/bapu/
https://www.bapu.it
http://www.the-digital-rush.com


SEO & LOVE

I coordinated the IUSVE students’ team with the aim of creating 
communication contents for “SEO & Love”, the annual SEO and Content 

Marketing event by Salvatore Russo.
As students (5 of the Verona’s Campus and 5 of Mestre’s), we had the 

opportunity to actively participate in the construction of communication and 
digital strategies related to the event.

On 10 February I followed the event like assistant director, role confirmed also 
for 2019 edition.

We took care of every aspect of the event, from social communication to video, 
from scenography to slides, from the program booklet to bracelets.

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/seo-love/

2017-today • Project manager, Assistant director

From left to righ, above: sponsor graphic for interviews, bracelet, collaboration box, tandem. In the lower raw: set design, poster, slide, book

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/seo-love/


TEDx
https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/tedx-trento/

2018-today • Social media content creator

Examples of Instagram post for TEDx Trento

From 2018 I am in the social team of the annual TEDx event in Trento. The fil 
rouge is “Hic sunt leones”. TEDx is a non-profit organization that aims to spre-
ad “ideas that deserve to be shared”, started as a simple conference in Califor-

nia in 1984.
 
Together with 8 IUSVE students, we are managing the various social networks 

of TEDx and we will follow the event on December 1st at the Teatro Sociale di 
Trento. I will manage official Twitter account.

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/tedx-trento/


FERRARI TRENTO

Ferrari Trento, during the Social Media Marketing 
workshop, has requested the development of a 

campaign, for the period of November / December 
2018, with the aim of increasing the company’s 
awareness in Italy and abroad, positioning it as 

ambassador of the Art of Italian Living. The project, 
which envisaged the drafting of an editorial plan 

limited by a budget, was awarded by Ferrari Trento 
as the best.

2018 • Ideation, Video editing, Graphic, Budget setting

Examples of slides of social media marketing project presented to Ferrari Trento

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/iusve/

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/iusve/


ZOOFACTORY

Zoofactory is a video production company founded in 2004 by Massimiliano Sbrolla together with 
his partner Carlotta Nuccetelli, who makes use of the collaboration of many professionals in the 

media sector. Massimiliano is a director and producer for National Geographic, Discovery Channel 
and Sky.

In 2018 the website was completely renovated and became, from a static showcase site, an 
interactive portfolio with the best of the company’s television productions. I also proceeded to train 

Massimiliano for the autonomous management of the site.

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/zoofactory/

www.zoofactory.it

2018 • Web designer

Above: Homepage zoofactory.it
Right: project’s organization

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/zoofactory/
http://www.zoofactory.it


FONDAZIONE ARENA DI VERONA

The adventure began in 2015 when I became a figurant at the Arena di Verona, the largest opera house in the world. In 4 years I participated in 127 shows that 
brought me to know closely the Franco Zeffirelli’s, Hugo de Ana’s, Gianfranco de Bosio’s and Arnaud Bernard’s directions. This experience allowed me to 

understand how the production of prime time television productions works: I took part, in fact, to:

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/fondazione-arena-di-verona/

Lo spettacolo sta per iniziare
conducted by Paolo Bonolis, Belen Rodriguez and Elena Santarelli, broadcast on Canale 5 in 

prime time in 2015 (2,654,000 viewers, 13.82% share);

La notte di Andrea Bocelli
conducted by Milly Carlucci, broadcast on Rai1 in prime time in 2018 (3,889,000 viewers, 

21.60% share).

2015-2018 • Figurant

“La notte di Andrea Bocelli”, Rai1, 2018. In the background, on the right, in the role of “lacchè” (La Traviata)

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/fondazione-arena-di-verona/


ARTE LAGUNA PRIZE

The collaboration with the Arte Laguna studio for the namesake award, held annually in the evocative setting of the Venice Arsenal, began thanks to a graphic 
project for the realization of the 2017 coordinated image of Arte Laguna Prize.

The final project for the exam of a graphic and advertising and communication laboratory with Prof. Arch. Aurelio Chinellato and Claudio Noventa consisted in 
the design of the Arte Laguna exhibition at the Venice Arsenal. The required materials were two catalogs (a traditional one and a completely creative proposal), 
a model of the Arsenal, banners and flyers, invitations and a video presentation. The project wanted to pay homage to the centenary of the birth of the artistic 

current De Stijl.

Afterwards, they called me to document the performances of the opening Gala of Arte Laguna Prize 2017. For the occasion I then filmed with 5 cameras for an 
overview in the Arsenal and post-production.

I also edited the videos for the 2018 edition.

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/arte-laguna-prize/

2017-2018 • Video editing

Examples of graphics for university’s project.

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/arte-laguna-prize/


ACCADEMIA DI BELLE ARTI VERONA

An open-air laboratory where nature meets contemporary art. Fourteen young artists, 
students of the Accademia di Belle Arti di Verona, worked in this space to make 
the elements of the material resonate through the performances and site specific 
interventions realized along the path and the sound instruments available to the 

visitor.

Linea Terra Acqua is a living space to be crossed by listening and experimenting, to 
enjoy the sound of nature.

Together with Giacomo Segantin, I edited the graphic communication of the event, 
from flyers to posters.

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/accademia-di-belle-arti-verona/

2018 • Graphic responsible

Poster Linea Terra Acqua

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/accademia-di-belle-arti-verona/


ARRITAL CUCINE

Arrital cucina, a brand that designs, manufactures 
and sells designer kitchens, wanted to investigate 

and project itself on a demographic and sociological 
level and listen to the X generations (born between 
1965 and 1980) and Y (born from the 80s to 2000) in 
order to be ready to interpret their needs in terms 
of marketing and satisfy tomorrow both the adults 

target and the young (xey) target of tomorrow.
My team and I analyzed the target and realized, in 9 
days, a marketing strategy including a new product 
and new communication strategies, also in view of 

the 2018 Salone del Mobile.

2017 • Team leader

Examples of slides of social media marketing project presented to Arrital Cucine

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/iusve/

https://www.antoniopolato.it/en/portfolio/iusve/


HINCKLEY: JIMMY & GEORGE
LE IDEE NON DORMONO MAI 2016

The strategy to raise awareness of the brand is 
divided into two parts: in a first phase, which 

we call “pre-Hinckley phase”, it is necessary to 
prepare the ground so that the company can be 
competitive in the market right from the start. 
The starting idea is to tell the story of two men 
who reflect the target audience through two 
characters that we called Jimmy and George 
(as well as the two main models of jeans). By 

February, however, the two men are starting to 
reveal themselves.

2016 • Team leader

v    Mockup Facebook Jimmy, Blog Jimmy v    Mockup Facebook George, Blog George

<    Mockup Hinckley



v    Mockup Facebook George, Blog George

DO YOU THINK 
THAT WE COULD COLLABORATE TOGETHER?

I’m happy to open up new opportunities.



WEB SITE
www.antoniopolato.com

MAIL
mail@antoniopolato.com

WHATSAPP
+39 342 6658703

LINKEDIN
www.linkedin.com/in/polato95

TWITTER
@polato95

INSTAGRAM
@polato95

FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/polato95

Autorizzo al trattamento dei dati personali contenuti nel mio curriculum vitae in base Reg. 2016/679/UE


